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ABSTRACT
Biometric technologies are playing a vibrant role in
various security applications. It is fundamentally an
automatic recognition system. It recognizes a person by
determining their specific characteristics possessed by an
individual. Since last decade, biometric system continues to
provide higher security features for authentication. In the
real world application, the unimodal biometric systems are
employed for authentication. At the same time they are
susceptible to variety of problems and leads to less
significance. To reduce the error rate, the multimodal
biometric systems is employed .It integrates two or more
biometrics systems. In this paper we present a new multibiometric authentication system using Iris and Fingerprint
(IFP) imaging. For matching IFPs, a feature extraction
scheme which combines orientation and magnitude
information by Canny edge detection and the encrypted
images are stored in the database , which consists of 1000
images, is established to verify the efficacy of the proposed
system and promising results are obtained. Due to the
existence of multiple and independent biometrics, the
proposed IFP system achieves much higher recognition rate
and it works in real time.
Keywords: Biometric, Authentication, Iris and Fingerprint
,Encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this modern scientific world, technologies are
transforming rapidly but along with the ease and comfort
they also bring in a big concern for security. Governments
and enterprises of all sizes have become much more vigilant
regarding security[1]. There is always a need to re-examine
and potentially improve security, and biometric is attracting
growing interest as fraud increases and the conventional
authentication methods PINs, passwords, and identity card s
prove inadequate to counter the growing threats.
Biometric systems automatically determine a
person’s identity based on his anatomical and behavio ral
characteristics like palm print, fingerprint, face and iris. A
method of recognizing the identity of an individual person
depends on the physiological and behavioral characteristics
is biometric recognition[2]. Multimodal biometric rises
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correctness by considering other very specific biological
traits to limit the no of applicants for an identity.
Multimodal biometric systems use over one physiological or
behavioral characteristic for enrollment, verification and
identification[3].
Unimodal biometric system performs person
recognition based on single source of biometric information.
These systems have to contend with of number of
limitations such as intra-class variations, inter-class
similarities, spoof attacks and universality of trait [4]. Apart
from these, noisy data resulting from defective sensors, the
high failure rates (failure to enroll rate and failure to capture
rate) and scalability are other problems associated with these
systems. Multimodal biometric system seeks to overcome
some of these limitations by merging the characteristics
presented by multiple biometric information sources[5]. It
combines information from two or more biometric
modalities in a single system where information will be in
encrypted form. It may fuse information from multiple
biometric traits, multiple sensors, multiple representations,
multiple snapshots or matching algorithms.
In this paper we present an approach of combining
iris and fingerprint (IFP) biometric at feature level in a
multimodal biometric system. The main motivation behind
this choice of IFP characteristics for a multi-biometric
authentication system is that fingerprint is the oldest and
most widely adopted biometric technology, as a result is the
most mature of all biometric technologies , iris recognition
is proved that it is most accurate and hygienic biometric
technology among others. As the core of our work revolves
around examining whether or not the performance of a
biometric-based authentication system may be improved
through integrating complementary biometric features that
comes primarily from two different and independent
modalities.
We propose a multi-modal biometric authentication
approach using iris and fingerprint images as biometric
traits. We use face detection and feature extraction method
to extract iris from an image. Similarly, pre-processing and
feature extraction method to extract fingerprint. And
encryption algorithms are applied and the encrypted data are
stored in IFP database. We demonstrate that this proposed
approach achieves high performance on different
multimodal biometric databases involving iris and
fingerprint modalities. Furthermore, we have analyzed the
quality of iris and fingerprint databases. Finally, we show
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that fusion of uncorrelated modalities such as iris and
fingerprint achieves better accuracy and security compared
to unimodal biometric systems.

the reason why we have a tendency to use iris to
acknowledge identity.
Reliability: Iris is associate inner organ in our eyes and
guarded by lid, lash and tissue layer. Not like finger and
palm, it's rarely hurt and therefore the error of recognition
caused by scar can never happen during this sense, iris
recognition is way higher than fingerprint and palm-print
recognition [10].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY ON BIOM ETRIC SYSTEM S
Authentication is required when it is necessary t o
know if a person is who they claim to be. It is a procedure
that involves a person making a claim about their identity,
and then providing evidence to prove it. Biometric refers a
technology to demonstrate people by machine controlled
means admit anatomical or activity human characteristics.
Biometric systems have the potential to try and do the
individuals authentication with a high degree of assurance.
In globe application most of the deployed
biometric system for authentication relay on the one supply
of data (e.g. face, fingerprint, iris etc.). These systems area
unit susceptible to sort of issues like non- universality,
susceptibility to spoofing , noise in sensed data, intra –class
variations, inter-class similarities. Some limitations of the
unimodal biometric systems are often eased by using
multimodal. A biometric system that mixes quite one
sources of data for establishing human identity is named a
multimodal biometric system.

FINGERPRINT REGONITION SYSTEM:

Fingerprints were used for personal identification
for many centuries and the matching accuracy was very high
[11]. One of the most publicized and well known biometric
is fingerprint identification. Due to their consistency and
uniqueness over the time for identification purpose
fingerprints are used over the century, and due to
enhancement in computing capabilities it has become more
automated [12]. The feature values typically correspond to
the position and orientation of certain critical points known
as minutiae points [13]. The matching method involves
comparing the two-dimensional minutiae patterns extracted
from the user's print with those within the template. One
downside with the present fingerprint recognition systems is
that they require a large amount of computational resources.

A. UNIMO DAL BIO METRIC SYSTEM:

B. MULTIMO DAL BIO METRIC SYSTEM:

The unimodal biometric employs single biometric
attribute (either physical or behaviour trait) to spot the us er
Physiological life science identifiers embody fingerprints,
hand pure mathematics, eye patterns, ear patterns,
countenance, etc[6]... Behavioural identifiers embody voice,
signature, typewriting patterns etc. whereas recognizing a
person’s feature, there are a unit probabilities for the system
to choose a real person as associate cheater or associat e
cheater as a real [7].Example: Biometric system supported
Iris or Fingerprint or Voice or Gait etc. Here by taking
associate example of Iris recognition & fingerprint
recognition system, the performance of unimodal system is
compared with multimodal biometric system.

Multimodal biometric recognition systems are
estimated to be more reliable due to the presence of
multiple, rather independent pieces of facts
[14].
Multimodal biometric systems address noisy data downside
by providing multiple sensors and multiple traits. Intra-class
variations and inter-class similarities can be avoided with
multiple samples and multiple instances of same trait. To
address the problem of non-universality they provide
sufficient population coverage with multiple traits. They
also prevent spoof attacks since it would be difficult for an
impostor to spoof multiple biometric traits of a genuine user
at the same time.
NEED FO R MULTIMO DAL BIO METRIC:

Many biometric systems established to this point in
various applications that believe the proof of single supply
of data for authentication (e.g. fingerprint, face, voice etc.)
area unit unimodal. These systems area unit unsafe
attributable to the incidence of kind of issues like clanging
information, intra-class variations, inter-class similarities,
non-universality and spoofing because it ends up in h ig h
false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR),
restricted discrimination capability, edge in performance
and lack of persistence. For establishing identity few
limitations exhibited by unimodal biometric systems may be
overcome by comprising multiple sources of data [15]. 2 or
a lot of biometric systems referred to as multimodal
biometric systems area unit allowed to integrate. There
responsibleness depends on the presence of multiple,
freelance bioscience information and the potency of the
general higher cognitive process may be increased by The
fusion of multiple modalities .e.g. potency of police
investigation events from a team sports video has solely
become attainable by fusion of audio-visual o p t i o n s .

IRIS REGO NITIO N SYSTEM:

Iris recognition may be a comparatively new
branch of biometric recognition. Iris complex pattern can
contain many distinctive features such as arching ligaments,
furrows, ridges, crypts, rings, corona and freckles [8]. Iris
scanning is less intrusive because the iris is easily visible
from several meters away. Responses of the iris to changes
in light will offer a vital secondary verification that the iris
presented belongs to a live subject. Irises of identical twins
are totally different, which is another advantage. Newer
systems have become more user-friendly and cost-effective.
A careful balance of light, focus, resolution and contrast is
important to extract a feature vector from localized image.
While the iris looks to be consistent throughout adulthood, it
varies somewhat up to adolescence. Iris recognition
preferred because of the following reasons:
Uniqueness: The chance of 2 persons’ irises being constant
is less than 10−35. Although they're twins, their irises
square measure quite totally different [9]. This reality is that
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RELATED WO RK
IRIS
AND
FINGERPRINT
BIO METRICS SYSTEM:

BASED

MULTIMO DAL

Iris & Fingerprint traits are here combined along
for the analysis of multimodal biometric system.
The previous work describes the architecture which uses
wavelet & texture based feature extraction method.
The previous system uses two biometrics traits that
are iris & fingerprints. For both traits, the process flow is as:
first capture the biometric trait sample where no.of samples
has been collected for both, pre-processing phase where
each sample has been normalized and converted into gray
scale as required and feature extraction using hybrid
wavelets. Here hybrid wavelets (12bp) are generated from
Walsh &Kekre (2bp) transforms [16].The feature vector for
the enrolled dataset in given to classifier. The decisions of
the classifiers are then fused together using decision fusion.
Feature Extraction Phases
Iris feature extraction: Here first a sample feature has been
selected it then converted into grey scale then perform
localization and texture features has been extracted. The
features values have been saved in .mat file &extrema,
centroid and area features has been extracted[17].
Fingerprint feature extraction: Here first a sample feature
has been selected it then converted into grey scale then
texture features has been extracted. The features values have
been saved in .mat file &extrema, centroid, perimeter,
convex hull, maxima and minima features has been
extracted[17].
III. P ROPOSED WORK
In this paper, Iris & Fingerprint traits are here combined
together for the analysis of multimodal biometric system.
This paper describes the architecture which uses feature
extraction method and encryption . This Multimodal
Biometric System is practically implemented using
MATLAB 7.11.0 environment. In this, a database of 50 Iris
& Fingerprint samples consisting of a Training Set & Test
Set is used. Each Person contributes 2 samples. The result
obtained has been measured by calculating FAR and FRR.
The fig 1. describes the architecture of the proposed system.
We proposed a new multi-modal biometric authentication
approach using iris and fingerprint images as biometric traits
for bank related security purpose. In this system we
demonstrated to achieve more security and high
performance on different multimodal biometric databases
involving fingerprint and iris modalities. Furthermore, we
have analyzed the quality of IFP(Iris Fingerprint)database,
where the extracted images are in encrypted and to make it
more and more secure , key is generated for encryption
process. which makes the system more secured . Finally, we
show that fusion of uncorrelated modalities such as
fingerprint and iris achieves better accuracy and security
compared to unimodal biometric systems.
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.
Fig. 1. Architecture of Iris and Fingerprint Multimodal Biometric System

IRIS FEATURE EXTRACTION:
As per the architecture diagram , initially an image
is considered and from which face detection process h as
been carried out. In order to segment the iris portion from
the detected face , ROI has been demonstrated .Once the Iris
portion has been localized to an image of size 256×256 from
the detected face , feature extraction takes place on the
localized portion. Finally the extracted 256×256 image has
been encrypted using appropriate algorithm once the key is
generated. The encrypted iris image will not be stored in any
database.
Stages In Iris Recognition System
A. Image Acquisition
It is for capturing a number of iris images using a designed
sensor. Image acquisition step is one of the most sensitive
and important for the quality of image to be processed, data
extracted from raw input determines the performance of the
entire system to a large extent.
B. Localization/Segmentation
The iris is acquired as a part of a larger image that contains
data derived from the surrounding eye region. The inner and
the outer boundaries of the iris are calculated. So it is
important to localize that portion of the image that
corresponds to iris[18].
C. Normalization
It is that process in which there is change in the range o f
pixel intensity values. It produce iris region which have the
same constant dimensions, so that two images of the same
iris under different conditions will have same features.In
this system normalization of the iris regon by unwrapping
the circular region into a rectangular blockof constant
dimensions[19].
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The thinning operation is related to the hit-and-miss
transform and can be expressed quite simply in terms of it.
The thinning of an image I by a structuring element J is:

D. Feature Extraction
The most important step in iris recognition is the ability of
extracting some unique attributes from iris, which help to
generate a specific code for each individual. Feature
extraction is a special form of dimensionality reduction.
To Calculate radius around the iris :

where the subtraction is a logical subtraction defined by

𝑟 = (√ 𝑎 ∗ 𝑏 ) + (√𝑎 ∗ 𝒃𝟐) − (𝑎 − (𝑟_𝒊𝒓𝒊𝒔𝟐))

𝑋 − 𝑌 = 𝑋 ∩ 𝑁𝑂𝑇 𝑌

𝑟 = 𝑟 − 𝑟_𝑝𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑙

Fig. 2. Localized eye

Thinning makes it easier to find minutiae and removes a lot
of redundant data.

Fig. 3. Extracted Iris

FINGERPRINT EXTRACTION:
Similar to the iris extraction ,an fingerprint image has
been preprocessed and specific features have been extracted
using Minutiae based extraction method. The extracted
image gets shuffled using Henon shuffle method. The
shuffled image is encrypted and also key generation has
been done prior for more effective encryption.

.
Fig. 5. T hinned image

An accurate representation of the fingerprint image
is essential to automatic fingerprint identification systems,
as a result of most deployed business large-scale systems are
captivated with feature-based matching . Among all the
fingerprint features, minutiae point features with
corresponding orientation maps are distinctive enough to
discriminate amongst fingerprints robustly; the minutiae
feature representation reduces the complicated fingerprint
recognition problem to a point pattern matching problem
[20] . In order to accomplish high accuracy minutiae with
varied quality fingerprint pictures, segmentation algorithm
needs to separate foreground from noisy background th at
includes all ridge-valley regions and not the background.
Image enhancement algorithm must keep the original ridge
flow pattern while not fixing the singularity, join broken
ridges, clean artifacts between pseudo-parallel ridges, and
not introduce false data [21]. Finally minutiae detection
algorithm must find expeditiously and accurately the
minutiae points.

Fig. 4. Input image
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KEY GENERATION:
The Enhanced Logistic Map(ELM) is used to
increase the security of encryption method based chaot ic
diffusion technique. The equation for ELM is given by the
following equations
Xi+1 =-𝜆𝑋i +βYi 22 +αZ 33 +c
Y =-𝜆𝑌i +βZi 2 +αXi3 +c
Xi+1
i+1 =-𝜆𝑍 i +βXi +αY +c
i

i

Fig. 6. Minutiae Based Extraction

Fig. 9. IFP Image

I V. RESULTS
As a result the encrypted iris image and the
encrypted fingerprint image in the FP database are
combined applying modulo operations. The final resultant
image will be a combined images of iris and fingerprint in
IFP database.Once when a user login his/her face will be
scanned and iris portion will be extracted . The data stored
in the FP database combines with the user’s iris and checks
for a match from the IFP database.
Different metrics can be used to rate the
performance of biometric based authentication system. Here
in this proposed system we performed the common metrics False Acceptance Rate FAR and the False Rejection
Rate FRR[22].

Fig. 7. Shuffled Image

FALSE ACCEPTANCE RATE(FAR):

In biometrics, the instance of incorrectly
identifying an unauthorized person is referred to as a type II
error or false acceptance. It is considered as the most serious
biometric security error as it gives unauthorized users access
to systems. Accordingly, the false acceptance rate (FAR) or
false match rate (FMR) is the measure of the likelihood that
the biometric security system will incorrectly accept an
access attempt by an unauthorized user.
FAR is calculated using the following formula:
FAR(µ) =

No of false successful attempts made in authenti cati ng users

Total number of attempts made in authenticating users

Fig. 8. Encrypted image
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FALSE REJECTIO N RATE(FRR):

False rejection is a condition in biometric-based
system, where an authorized person cannot be identified by
the authentication process. False rejection rate (FRR) is the
measure to calculate the chance of the biometric based
system failing to authenticate a legitimate user and is
calculated as the probability of the system to fail in finding a
match between an input biometric template and the
registered biometric stored in the database. Sometimes it
measures a ratio of false rejections and a total number of
attempts to do authentication. The term ‘rejection’ refers to
the claim of a user in biometric-based authentication system.
It is also known as false non-match rate (FNMR).

Proposed work

Accuracy (%)
81.5
84

Fig. 12. Comparison table

V . CONCLUSION
Biometrics refers to an automatic authentication of an
individual based on his physiological and/or behavioral
characteristics. Some limitations of the unimodal biometric
systems will be mitigated by using multimodal biometric
systems, that integrate data at numerous levels to boost up
the performance. With the objective of improving the
performance of biometric authentication systems, works
presented in this paper combines two unimodal system to
show considerable improvements in the authentication
performance. Our future work will continue on login and
live image capturing processes.The future of biometrics will
so be envisaged to perhaps belong to multimodal biometric
systems.

No of f alse reject made in authent icatin g genu ine users

FRR(µ) =Total number of attempts made in authenticating users
where ‘ µ’ is the security level. The lower these FAR and
FRR values, the better the biometric trait.
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